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the memeseum
A series of exhibits celebrating the sociological phenomenon that 
is the Meme, The Memeseum will explore the history of memes, their 
relevance and development in society within cultures across the globe. 

Visiting The Memeseum would be a journey through time. Abroad culture, 
communications and collaboration, technology and innovation. With an 
educational and playful outlook, The Memeseum would bring an appreciation 
for communities and the exchange of information both at local and global levels. 

The Memeseum in its current ideation consists of a installation/exhibit 
experience partnered with a digital VR experience, ideally produced for 
a low cost headset.
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In 1918, a massive crowd gathers 
at a rally for US Liberty Bonds. 
Notice what almost every man here 
has on their head! Not a uniform 
by design, the hat was a fashion 
of the time that spread in a very 
21st century “viral” way. Th is 
widespread passing of a non-genetic 
element is explained by a cultural 
phenomenon that is the Meme. 
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memeseum exhibits

• The Scope of Memes:  A visual History and explanation of the Meme: The theoretical unit of 

non-genetic measurement as described by Richard Dawkins and Richard Sermon - local/

national, international. Lifespan of a meme: the viral nature of memes, and their demise as per 

their caliber. Display the worldwide human social phenomenon through fashion examples, hats 

in NY, hairstyles/fashion in Japan. African and Italian Dialect / linguistic examples. 

• The Internet: The meme in its current iteration and in the age of the instant sharing. and the 

  misdefi nition of memes, trends, and fads. Screen Literacy, and play. How Ideas are shared   

  and evolve with interaction.

• The Future of Memes: New and immersive tech, what that could mean

  VR experiences on tango or cardboard or another applicable decice. 

Experiences in three installation stages::

Supporters of the concept regard memes 
as cultural analogues to genes in that 
they self-replicate, mutate, and respond 
to selective pressures. - Graham, Gordon 
(2002), Genes: a philosophical inquiry



What the meme? means stations:

To illustrate the definition and scope of memes throuought history, this 

section of installations will provide examples from the past through the near 

present

• The visualisation of the of prevelance of memes illustrated by fashions- 30s 

Hats, Japanese Kimonos, Polynesian scarring.

• The evolution of a meme throught Language. Dialects, how english became 

english. the mixing of Romantic/germanic influences.

• Adverrtising, specifically tag lines and jingles as seen in Print and TV, as a 

form of agragating positive meme traits.

A meme acts as a unit for carrying 
cultural ideas, symbols, or practices 
that can be transmitted from one mind 
to another through writing, speech, 
gestures, rituals, or other imitable 
phenomena with a mimicked theme. 
Supporters of the concept regard memes 
as cultural analogues to genes in that 
they self-replicate, mutate, and respond 
to selective pressures.



• The Internet: The meme in its current iteration. and the misdefinition of 

memes, trends, and fads.

The connotation of memes has changed in recent years., which in itself is, 

in fact, a meme.  The contemporary

Emotion wheel to match an emtion with a meme.

Harambe statue - a donation goes to wildlife conservation

Memebase Encyclopedia

Meme Generators

a real-time meme map of the united states

webtunes theater ft. homestar runner

ragecomics



• The future of meme: Screen Literacy

New and immersive tech, what that could mean

VR experiences on tango or cardboard. 



Richard Dawkins
Author, Etc. Coined “meme” in a book 

Eliot Tabile 
Meme Maker in its present form. made a bunch of mon-
ey and noteriety not on image but on “publication”

MEMESTARS PANEL
Sumquatium exceari tatio. Busdae plaborere perovid 
que am ipissit odiossit explaut que pratioriae maionse 
ctisque nias seribus imusda pedigni hicabor magnata-
tia dicit eos et volentis verem quidit, to core sum qua

Shepard Fairey
Street and Fine artist, based his philosophy of art on 
recognition through repetition,a

potential speakers or consulting roles
Connecting people with ideas would be the greatest thing 

the Memeseum could accomplish. Collecting a group of 

speakers was v
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